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The map is fun, and the way destination tickets are distributed at the beginning significantly changes the strategy around how to
select them. The tunnels are an interesting mechanic, as are the ferries, and the long tunnel to the north presents interesting
opportunities and difficulties when playing.. This is a nice expansion to the base game. The new map introduces a couple of
extra rules that genuinely add something to the game. The stations if used wisely allow you to complete routes which have
otherwise been blocked off to you. And tunnel add a little element of chance into the game as well. Overall I prefer this map to
the original map.. I very much enjey this adition. This is a nice expansion to the base game. The new map introduces a couple of
extra rules that genuinely add something to the game. The stations if used wisely allow you to complete routes which have
otherwise been blocked off to you. And tunnel add a little element of chance into the game as well. Overall I prefer this map to
the original map.. Recommended strongly but really wish they'd add the mega cities expansion for the Europe map which adds a
bit more variety to the blue routes.. The best game ever made.. The map is fun, and the way destination tickets are distributed at
the beginning significantly changes the strategy around how to select them. The tunnels are an interesting mechanic, as are the
ferries, and the long tunnel to the north presents interesting opportunities and difficulties when playing.. Recommended strongly
but really wish they'd add the mega cities expansion for the Europe map which adds a bit more variety to the blue routes.
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